
  

 

Abstract—The increasing use of web applications to provide 

reliable online services, such as banking, shopping, etc., and to 

store sensitive user data has made them vulnerable to attacks 

that target them. In particular, SQL injection, which allows 

attackers to gain unauthorized access to the database by 

injecting specially crafted input strings, is one of the most 

serious threats to web applications. Although researchers and 

practitioners have proposed various methods to address the 

SQL injection problem, organizations continue to be its victim, 

as attackers are successfully able to circumvent the employed 

techniques. In this paper, we present and evaluate Runtime 

Monitoring Framework to detect and prevent SQL Injection 

Attacks on web applications. At its core, the framework 

leverages the knowledge gained from pre-deployment testing of 

web applications to identify valid/legal execution paths. 

Monitors are then developed and instrumented to observe the 

application’s behavior and check it for compliance with the 

valid/legal execution paths obtained; any deviation in the 

application’s behavior is identified as a possible SQL Injection 

Attack. We conducted an extensive evaluation of the framework 

by targeting subject applications with a large number of both 

legitimate and malicious inputs, and assessed its ability to detect 

and prevent SQL Injection Attacks. The framework successfully 

allowed all the legitimate inputs to access the database without 

generating any false positives, and was able to effectively detect 

and prevent attacks without generating any false negatives. 

Moreover, the framework imposed a low runtime overhead on 

the subject applications compared to other techniques. 

 
Index Terms—Basis path testing, data flow testing, runtime 

monitoring, SQL injection attacks (SQLIAs)   

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Web applications have become popular means of modern 

information retrieval and interaction, and store sensitive user 

data such as financial, medical, personal information records, 

etc., in the back-end database. The increasing use of such 

applications has made them vulnerable to attacks such as SQL 

Injection Attacks (SQLIAs), Cross-Site Scripting (XSS), 

Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF), Path Traversal Attacks, 

etc. In June 2013, the Open Web Application Security Project 

(OWASP) officially released the Top 10 attacks [1] 

performed on web applications. SQLIAs have been ranked 

again as the most widely performed attack and a major 

security threat to web applications. There are many examples 

of SQLIAs performed on organizations such as Sony [2], 

LinkedIn [3], Nvidia [4], and Gamigo [5] during recent years 

causing serious consequences. SQLIAs give attackers direct 
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access to the database underlying an application and allow 

them to leak sensitive information. Hence, there is an 

emerging need to protect web applications from such attacks 

and to assure the confidentiality of user data.  

Web applications are structured as a three-tiered 

architecture, as shown below in Fig. 1, which consists of a 

web browser, an application server, and a back-end database 

server. Such an application will accept input from external 

users via forms, dynamically construct the database queries 

using the inputs, dispatch them to the underlying database for 

execution, and finally retrieve and present the data to the user. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Web application structure. 

 

SQLIAs, a class of code injection attacks, are performed to 

gain unauthorized access to sensitive user data residing in the 

database. They occur when the input, provided by a malicious 

user, consisting of SQL keywords or operators is not properly 

validated and is included directly as part of the query. This 

causes the web application to generate and send a query that 

in turn results in unintended behavior of the web application, 

thus causing the loss of confidential user data. For example, 

consider an Employee Directory application which accepts 

username and password input strings from users and displays 

the specific employee details. Such an application will have a 

back-end database that stores the usernames and passwords of 

different users. It may contain code such as the following to 

access and retrieve the data from the database: 

 

Query = "SELECT * FROM employeeinfo WHERE name = ' 

"+ request.getParameter ("name") + " ' AND password = ' 

"+ request.getParameter ("password") + " ' "; 

 

This code generates a query to authenticate a user who tries 

to login to a web site. If a malicious user enters “ „ OR 1 = 1 

-- ‟ ” and “ „ ‟ ”   instead of a legitimate username and 

password into their respective fields the query string becomes 

as follows: 

 

SELECT * FROM employeeinfo WHERE name = ' ‘ OR 1=1 

-- ’ 'AND password = ' ‘ ’ '; 

 

Any web application that uses this code will be vulnerable 

to SQLIAs. The character “--” indicates the beginning of a 

comment, and everything following the comment is ignored. 
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The database interprets everything after the WHERE token as 

a conditional statement, and inclusion of the “OR 1=1” clause 

turns this conditional statement into a tautology which always 

evaluates to true. Thus, when the above query is executed, the 

user will bypass the authentication logic and more than one 

record is returned by the database. As a result, the information 

about all the users will be displayed by the application, and 

the attack succeeds. The above discussed example is one of 

the types of SQLIAs called tautology based SQLIA. Different 

kinds of SQLIAs known to date are discussed in [6] which 

include the use of SQL tautologies, illegal queries, union 

queries, piggy-backed queries, etc.  

One of the most widely used techniques to detect and 

prevent SQLIAs on web applications is input validation. It 

consists of checking the user input for SQL keywords, such as 

“FROM”, “WHERE”, and “SELECT”, and SQL operators 

such as single quotes or comment operator. The rationale 

behind this technique is that the presence of such keywords 

and operators may indicate an attempted SQLIA. Input 

validation technique has not been successful in completely 

preventing SQLIAs because: 1) the technique is limited by the 

developer‟s ability to generate appropriate input validation 

code and recognize all situations in which it is needed, 2) it 

results in high rate of false positives, as SQL keywords can be 

part of a normal text entry and SQL operators can be used to 

express formulas or even names, and  3) attackers keep 

finding new attack strings or subtle variations on old attacks 

that avoid the checks that programmers put in place [7]. This 

results in anomalous behavior of the application during its 

execution because of which the attacker gains unauthorized 

access to the confidential user data.  

Software testing, which is one of the important phases in 

Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC), is performed by 

developers/testers to assure correctness, quality, security, and 

reliability of web applications. Traditional functional testing 

is performed to ensure that software works according to the 

user specified functional requirements i.e. services the system 

should provide, outputs that should be displayed by the 

system for particular inputs, etc [8]. Unfortunately, traditional 

functional testing cannot fully demonstrate that the software is 

immune to security attacks like SQLIAs, XSS, path traversal 

attacks etc., and neither is the best approach to determine the 

behavior of the software under hostile conditions [9]. This is 

because: (1) they assume the users of the software are perfect 

and will never attempt to perform attacks on it, (2) the 

environment of the software is perfect, as it will never interact 

with other software that generates hostile return values, and (3) 

the API or the library functions of the software are perfect 

[10]. Hence, traditional functional testing should always be 

augmented with security testing that ensures that the software 

systems used by organizations and users are secured from 

unauthorized attacks.  

Security testing consists of identification and removal of 

security vulnerabilities i.e. a defect or weakness in a software 

system‟s design, implementation, operation, or management 

that could be exploited by an attacker. Few of the most 

commonly used security testing techniques includes 

automated static analysis, vulnerability scanning, and 

penetration testing. Automated static analysis [9] involves 

analyzing the source code of the software without executing it, 

and is performed using static analysis tools. The main 

objective of static analysis is to discover security flaws and to 

identify their potential fixes. The analysis doesn‟t require 

knowing what the code is intended to do. Static analysis tools 

are effective at detecting language rules violations such as 

buffer overflows, incorrect use of libraries, type checking and 

other flaws. Static analysis tools have following limitations: 1) 

inability to detect unexpected flaws – flaw categories must be 

predefined, 2) inability to detect system administration or user 

mistakes, and 3) inability to find vulnerabilities introduced by 

the execution environment.  

Automated vulnerability scanning [9] is supported for 

application level software, as well as web servers, database 

management systems, and some operating systems. 

Application vulnerability scanners can be useful for software 

security testing. These tools scan the executing application 

software for input and output of known vulnerability patterns, 

also known as signatures. While they can find simple patterns 

associated with vulnerabilities, automated vulnerability 

scanners are unable to pinpoint risks associated with 

aggregations of vulnerabilities, or to identify vulnerabitlites 

that result from unpredictable combinations of input and 

output patterns. Because automated vulnerability scanners are 

signature-based, they need to be frequently updated with new 

signatures. In software‟s target environment, vulnerabilities in 

software are often masked by environmental protections such 

as network- and application-level firewalls. Moreover, 

environment conditions may create novel vulnerabilities that 

cannot be found by a signature-based tool. 

Penetration testing [9] is the “art” of testing a running 

application in its “live” execution environment to find 

security vulnerabilities. Penetration testing observes whether 

the system resists attacks successfully, and how it behaves 

when it cannot resist an attack. Penetration testers also 

attempt to exploit vulnerabilities that they have detected and 

once that were detected in previous reviews. Types of 

penetration testing include black box, white box, and grey box. 

In black box penetration testing, the testers are given no 

knowledge of the application. White box penetration testing is 

the opposite of black box. In that, complete information about 

the application may be given to the testers. Grey box 

penetration testing, the most commonly used, is where the 

tester is given the same privileges as a normal user to simulate 

a malicious insider.  Many developers use application 

penetration testing as their primary security testing technique. 

While it certainly has its place in a testing program, 

application penetration testing should not be considered the 

primary or only testing technique. Penetration testing can lead 

to a false sense of security. Just because an application passes 

penetration testing doesn‟t mean that it is free of 

vulnerabilities. Conversely, if an application fails penetration 

testing, there is a strong indication that there are serious 

problems that should be mitigated. 

The above mentioned limitations and lack of assurance 

from security testing of web applications has lead to the 

exploitation of security vulnerabilities by attackers. This has 

also enhanced the need for additional tools or methodologies 

to detect and prevent SQLIAs on web applications. 

Monitoring an application during runtime determines whether 

the current execution of the program behaves correctly. There 
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could be some information that is available only at runtime, or 

the behavior of the system could depend on the environments 

where the system runs. Also, it is possible that, nevertheless 

the system has been tested and maybe also proved correct, the 

developer wants to be sure that system does not violate some 

given properties during its execution [11]. Hence, runtime 

monitoring can also be useful to guarantee the security of 

running programs, and is performed by software runtime 

monitors. 

In this paper, we present a framework to counter SQLIAs 

that uses the idea of runtime monitoring discussed above. The 

framework first uses pre-deployment testing of web 

applications to develop and instrument monitors into them. 

Then, at runtime, the monitors observe the behavior of the 

application and check them for compliance with the obtained 

valid/legal execution paths. Any deviation in the application‟s 

behavior will be identified as a possible SQLIA, notify the 

administrator of the attack, and the execution of the 

application is stopped as an immediate preventive measure. 

We primarily focus on tautology based SQLIA which is the 

most popular type of SQLIAs. In this paper, we also present 

an evaluation of the developed framework on subjects of 

various types and sizes. We targeted the subject applications 

with a large number of both legitimate and SQL injection 

attack inputs, and assessed the ability of the framework to 

detect and prevent the attacks. The framework was able to 

detect most of the attacks without generating any false 

negatives, and successfully allowed all the legitimate inputs to 

access the database without generating any false positives. 

Moreover, our technique imposed a low overhead on the 

subject applications. 

 

II. RUNTIME MONITORING FRAMEWORK 

 In this section, we discuss the proposed Runtime 

Monitoring Framework to detect and prevent SQLIAs. The 

framework leverages the artifacts obtained from 

pre-deployment testing of web applications to develop and 

instrument runtime monitors, which observe the application‟s 

behavior during execution. The key insights behind the 

development of the framework are that 1) the information 

essential to identify the possible valid/legal execution paths of 

a web application can be obtained from the pre-deployment 

testing i.e. basis path and data flow, and 2) an SQLIA would 

violate the valid/legal execution paths previously obtained. 

Therefore, the framework first uses pre-deployment testing of 

web applications to develop and instrument monitors into 

them. Then, at runtime, the monitors observe the behavior of 

the application and check them for compliance with the 

obtained valid/legal execution paths. Any deviation in the 

application‟s behavior will be identified as a possible SQLIA, 

and its execution is immediately stopped as a preventive 

measure. The Runtime Monitoring Framework described is 

shown in Fig. 2 and it consists of the following three phases: 1) 

Critical Variables Identification, 2) Critical Paths 

Identification, and 3) Runtime Monitor Development and 

Instrumentation which are discussed below in detail. 

A. Critical Variables Identification 

Critical variables are those variables that get initialized 

with the input provided by an external user and are part of a 

SQL query execution. Since critical variables are the ones that 

provide an interface between the external world and internal 

information, it is very important to identify all the critical 

variables present in the application. We scan the software 

repository which consists of a collection of documents related 

to requirements, security specifications, source code, etc., to 

find all the critical variables present in the source code of the 

application. 

 
Fig. 2. Runtime monitoring framework. 

 

B. Critical Paths Identification   

Critical Paths, also called monitorable paths, are the 

valid/legal execution paths of the application. A combination 

of two pre-deployment testing techniques i.e. basis path and 

data flow are used to identify critical paths of the application; 

runtime monitors developed for the application observes 

these paths to detect and prevent possible SQLIAs. We first 

discuss about two pre-deployment testing techniques, basis 

path and data flow testing techniques, which play a major role 

in identification of critical paths.  

Basis path testing, also known as structured testing, is a 

methodology for software module testing based on the 

cyclomatic complexity of McCabe [12], [13] that involves 

using the source code of a program to find every possible 

executable path. Functions, procedure, and sub-routines can 

be called as modules. Cyclomatic complexity is software 

metric that provides a quantitative measure of the logical 

complexity of a program. The cyclomatic number gives the 

number of independent paths, called basis paths, through the 

control flow graph. This means that cyclomatic number is 

precisely the minimal number of paths that can, in linear 

combination, generate all possible paths through the 

application [14].  A control flow graph is an abstract directed 

graph that describes the control structure of a module. The 

nodes in the graph correspond to either the computational or 

conditional statements in a program and the edges represent 

transfer of control between nodes. As discussed in [12], [13], 

[15], the four steps devised by McCabe to perform basis path 

testing are follows: 1) Obtain a control flow graph, 2) 

Calculate the cyclomatic complexity, 3) Select a basis set of 
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paths, and 4) Generate test cases for each of these paths. Only 

the first three steps are essential for our framework to help in 

the development of runtime monitors.  

 Data flow testing [16] focuses on the variables used within 

a program and allows the tester to chart the changing values of 

variables within the program. A typical data flow test case 

requires that all path segments between a variable being 

assigned a value and that variable‟s value being used be 

covered during testing. With respect to variables, there are 

two types of nodes as discussed in [17]: defining nodes and 

usage nodes. For example, with respect to variable x, nodes 

containing statements such as “input x” and “x = 2” would be 

both defining nodes and nodes containing statements such as 

“print x” and “a = 2 + x” would be both usage nodes. All-uses 

(AU) is one of the strategies to perform data flow testing on a 

variable and this strategy states that: for every use of the 

variable, there is a path from the definition of that variable to 

the use [17]. This implies that the paths obtained from data 

flow testing will be sub-paths of the paths obtained from basis 

path testing. 

 Thus, the Critical Paths Identification phase combines the 

paths obtained from basis path and data flow testing 

techniques, as discussed above, and builds the set of 

monitorable paths which are identified using the pseudo code 

shown below: 

Let C = {C
1
, C

2
……., C

m
} be a set of m critical variables 

identified during the Critical Variables Identification Phase.   

Let  PC = {{ PC
1
 } , { PC

2
 }, …..,{ PC

m
}} be a set of critical 

variable paths such that, PC
i
 is a set of  paths that a critical 

variable C
i
 can take during its lifetime in the software, i  [0, m] 

and is identified by performing data flow testing on C
i
.   

Let P = {P
1
, P

2
 ……, P

k
} be a set of k legal/valid execution 

paths identified using basis path testing and CP is a set of 

monitorable paths. 

CP = { } 

for every P
j  

 P and 

for every PC
i  

PC 

if (P
j 
∩ PC

i 
== PC

i 
) 

CP = CP U { P 
j
} 

i  [0, m] and j  [0, k] 

C. Runtime Monitor Development and Instrumentation 

A runtime monitor is developed for the execution paths of 

the application obtained from the Critical Paths Identification 

phase. Execution paths of the program are monitored because 

of the following reasons as discussed in [18]: 1) paths offer 

insights into a program‟s dynamic/runtime behavior that is 

difficult to achieve any other way and 2) paths capture some 

of the usually invisible dynamic sequencing of statements and 

records a program‟s executable statements in the order in 

which they run. Events occur instantaneously during a 

program execution and consist of variable updates, method 

calls and returns, etc. A program‟s sequence of events over an 

execution is a rich source of information about the program‟s 

behavior on that execution. Runtime monitoring can detect 

such sequence of events, enabling developers to handle the 

sequences with reporting or recovery code [19].   

Dynamic events are mapped onto events in the actual code 

base. One potentially good way of doing this would be to use 

pointcuts of an aspect oriented programming language [20]. 

As discussed in [21], [22], pointcuts define a collection of 

specific points in the dynamic execution of the application. 

On pointcuts, advice can then be defined in order to execute 

certain code. AspectJ supports before and after advice, 

depending on the time the code is executed. The definition of 

pointcuts and the specification of advice on these pointcuts 

together form an aspect definition. Such pointcuts have 

proven themselves to be easy enough to understand for many 

average software developers, as indicated by their 

wide-spread use in software development. 

Runtime Monitors are developed using AspectJ [23] which 

is an aspect-oriented extension to the Java language and 

follows the Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP) paradigm. 

AOP has been widely used in all areas of software 

development and recently it is being widely used in the area of 

software security. AOP builds on pervious technologies such 

as procedural-oriented and object-oriented programming. 

With AOP, a programmer could do some of the following to 

achieve software security: (1) write aspects to address 

security concerns such as secrecy and integrity [24], (2) write 

an aspect to define a set of sensitive operations that says 

“before each sensitive operation, check the user‟s access 

level” [25], etc. Thus, AOP provides specific language 

mechanisms that make it possible to address concerns, such as 

security in a modular way. This way, the security issue in a 

software system can be addressed [26].  

A special complier provided by AspectJ called the AspectJ 

Compiler (AJC) is used to instrument monitors into the 

respective modules of the application. During runtime, if the 

path taken by the application violates the valid/legal 

execution paths obtained, this implies that the input from the 

external user is malicious, and the query formed is trying to 

access the confidential user data. This abnormal behavior of 

the application is detected by the instrumented runtime 

monitor as a possible SQLIA, notifies the administrator of the 

attack, and the execution of the application is stopped as an 

immediate preventive measure.   

 

III. EVALUATION 

 The goal of the evaluation is to assess the effectiveness and 

efficiency of the Runtime Monitoring Framework, presented 

in this paper, to detect and prevent tautology based SQLIA 

when applied to various web applications. We investigate the 

following three research questions:  

RQ1: Does Runtime Monitoring Framework detect and 

prevent tautology based SQLIA that would otherwise remain 

undetected? (False Negatives) 

RQ2: Does Runtime Monitoring Framework detect 

legitimate inputs as tautology based SQLIA and prevent their 

execution on the database? (False Positives) 

RQ3: What is the runtime overhead imposed on the 

instrumented web application by the Runtime Monitoring 

Framework? 

The rest of this section is organized as follows. First, we 

illustrate the setup for our evaluation, i.e. SQL Injection 

Application Testbed that consists of web applications, and 

Target/Subject web applications that we used for performing 

our experiments. We then describe the attack and legitimate 
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test input data collected and the results obtained for each of 

the research questions listed above. Finally, we compare our 

approach with other techniques and discuss the observations 

made. 

 
TABLE I: ILLEGITIMATE TAUTOLOGY BASED ATTACK INPUTS 

Illegitimate inputs 

Login Password 

' OR 1=1 -- ' ' ' 

' ' ' OR '1'='1 

' 'aaa' OR 1=1 -- ' ' ' 

' '111' OR 1=1 -- ' ' ' 

' '333' OR true#' ' ' 

' 'admin' OR 1<2 -- ' ' ' 

' 'login' OR 4>2 -- ' ' ' 

' ' ' OR 1=1 -- ' 

' ' ' 'bbb' OR 1=1 -- ' 

' ' ' '222' OR 1=1 -- ' 

' ' ' '444' OR true#' 

' ' ' 'password' OR 4>2 -- ' 

' ' ' 'admin' OR 10<100 -- ' 

' ' 
' or user_password between 'a' 

and 'z 

' or user_login between 'a' and 'z ' 'password' OR 4>2 -- ' 

' or user_login between 'a' and 'z ' ' 

' OR '1'='1-- ' ' 

 

A. Target/Subject Applications Used for Evaluation 

SQL Injection Application Testbed [27] provides a set of 

subject web applications that are vulnerable to SQLIAs. The 

testbed was developed to facilitate the evaluation of various 

techniques and methodologies to detect and prevent SQLIAs. 

The set of subjects consists of seven web applications that are 

vulnerable to SQLIAs, which accept user input via forms and 

use the input to build queries to gain access to the underlying 

database. The first five subjects in the testbed i.e. Classifieds, 

Events, Employee Directory, Bookstore, and Portal are 

commercial web applications, and the remaining two 

applications in the testbed, Checkers and Office Talk, are 

developed by students and have been used in other related 

works in [28]. For the purpose of experimentation, we chose 

the first three applications i.e. Events, Classifieds, and 

Employee Directory from the SQL Injection Application 

Testbed to evaluate the framework. Events application is an 

online tracking system, which can be used to schedule various 

events in an organization, and is developed using Java Server 

Pages (JSPs). The users can only view information of events 

scheduled whereas the administrator has the privilege to add, 

remove, and edit information related to scheduled events. 

Classifieds application is an online management system 

developed using JSPs. Employee Directory application is an 

online management system developed using JSPs. This 

application can be used in an organization to look up for 

employee details such as name, email, department, etc. The 

administrator of the application has the privilege to add, 

remove, and edit employee or department related information.  

B. Test Input Data Collection 

For our evaluation we collected a large set of inputs by 

surveying various sources which included government 

security websites such as NVD (http://www.nvd.nist.gov/), 

OWASP (https://owasp.org/), Build Security In 

(https://buildsecurityin.us-cert.gov/), US-CERT 

(http://www.us-cert.gov/), security related mailing lists, 

research papers, etc. The generated inputs represented both 

malicious and normal usage of the target/subject applications. 

Illegitimate tautology based attack inputs, listed below in 

Table I, consist of statements that are inherently true and are 

used to force a query to return all results, ignoring any 

WHERE conditionals.   

Legitimate inputs, listed below in Table II, consist of SQL 

keywords, operators, and troublesome characters, such as 

single quotes and comment operators, but in a way that should 

not cause an attack. 

 
TABLE II: LEGITIMATE INPUTS 

Legitimate inputs 

Login Password 

test **** 

select * from tab **** 

insert into user 

values(\‟test\‟,\‟test\‟) 
**** 

union select * from tab **** 

insert **** 

delete **** 

from **** 

where **** 

group by **** 

left join **** 

create **** 

right outer join **** 

procedure **** 

information_schema **** 

view **** 

like **** 

and **** 

or **** 

!@#$$%^&*()*_!%2B\\\\\\:;[]{}><,

. 
**** 

-%2B=_ **** 

`~ **** 

QWERTYUIOP **** 

ASDFGHJKL **** 

ZXCVBNM<>? **** 

< > **** 

//////// **** 

UNION **** 

Update Set **** 

test@localhost.com **** 

sec45%^ **** 

rdharam ************* 

bobk **** 

johns ******* 

davids **** 

pabols ************ 
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TABLE III: RESULTS OBTAINED WHEN ILLEGITIMATE TAUTOLOGY BASED 

ATTACK INPUTS ARE PROVIDED TO THE INSTRUMENTED WEB APPLICATIONS 

Illegitimate tautology based attack inputs 
Attack 

Detected 
Login Password 

' ' ' OR '1'='1 YES 

' OR 1=1 -- ' ' ' YES 

' 'aaa' OR 1=1 -- ' ' ' YES 

' '111' OR 1=1 -- ' ' ' YES 

' '333' OR true#' ' ' YES 

' 'admin' OR 1<2 -- ' ' ' YES 

' 'login' OR 4>2 -- ' ' ' YES 

' ' ' OR 1=1 -- ' YES 

' ' ' 'bbb' OR 1=1 -- ' YES 

' ' ' '222' OR 1=1 -- ' YES 

' ' ' '444' OR true#' YES 

' ' ' 'password' OR 4>2 -- ' YES 

' ' ' 'admin' OR 10<100 -- ' YES 

' ' 
' or user_password between 

'a' and 'z 
YES 

' or user_login between 

'a' and 'z 
' 'password' OR 4>2 -- ' YES 

 

TABLE IV: RESULTS OF TESTING FOR FALSE NEGATIVES (RQ1) 

Target/Subject 

application 

Total # of 

tautology based 

attack inputs 

Total # of attacks 

detected on 

instrumented web 

application 

Events 15 15 

Classifieds 15 15 

Employee Directory 15 15 

 

TABLE V: RESULTS OBTAINED WHEN LEGITIMATE INPUTS ARE PROVIDED 

TO THE INSTRUMENTED WEB APPLICATIONS 

Legitimate inputs 
Query 

Successful 
Login Password 

test **** YES 

select * from tab **** YES 

insert into user 

values(\‟test\‟,\‟test\‟) 
**** YES 

union select * from tab **** YES 

insert **** YES 

delete **** YES 

from **** YES 

where **** YES 

group by **** YES 

left join **** YES 

create **** YES 

right outer join **** YES 

procedure **** YES 

information_schema **** YES 

view **** YES 

like **** YES 

and **** YES 

or **** YES 

!@#$$%^&*()*_!%2B\\\\\\:;[

]{}><,. 
**** YES 

-%2B=_ **** YES 

`~ **** YES 

QWERTYUIOP **** YES 

ASDFGHJKL **** YES 

ZXCVBNM<>? **** YES 

< > **** YES 

//////// **** YES 

UNION **** YES 

Update Set **** YES 

test@localhost.com **** YES 

sec45%^ **** YES 

rdharam ************* YES 

bobk **** YES 

johns ******* YES 

davids **** YES 

pabols ************ YES 

 

C. Discussion of Results 

 In this section, we discuss the results obtained when the 

runtime monitor is instrumented into target/subject web 

applications i.e. Events, Classifieds, and Employee Directory 

respectively. To address RQ1 (i.e. the effectiveness of the 

Runtime Monitoring Framework to detect and prevent 

tautology based SQLIA), we instrumented each target/subject 

application with runtime monitors and ran all of the attack 

inputs listed in Table I. For every application, we observed 

whether the tautology based SQLIA was detected and 

prevented by the runtime monitor. (As previously discussed, 

when the runtime monitor detects an attack, it stops the 

execution of the web application. Therefore, it is easy to 

accurately detect the occurrence of an attack.)  The results 
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obtained when illegitimate tautology based attack inputs 

(Login and Password) are provided to the instrumented 

subject/target applications are shown in Table III. The Attack 

Detected column in the table will have “YES” value if the 

attack is detected successfully by the runtime monitor, else it 

contains a “NO” value. As the table shows, for all subjects the 

runtime monitor was able to correctly identify all attacks as 

tautology based SQLIA, that is, it generated no false 

negatives. 

As shown in Table IV, the runtime monitor successfully 

detected all illegitimate tautology based SQLIA performed on 

the target/subject web applications i.e. Events, Classifieds, 

and Employee Directory. 

 To address RQ2 i.e. Does Runtime Monitoring Framework 

identify legitimate accesses as tautology based SQLIA and 

prevent from executing on the database? (False Positive), we 

ran legitimate inputs listed in Table II on the instrumented 

target/subject web applications, and assessed whether runtime 

monitor identified any legitimate query as an attack. Table V 

summarizes the results obtained when legitimate inputs are 

provided to the instrumented web applications. The Query 

Successful column will have a “YES” value in case of a 

successful query execution, else it contains a “NO” value. The 

results of the assessment were that runtime monitor correctly 

identified all such queries as legitimate queries and reported 

no false positives. 

As shown below in Table VI, the monitor successfully 

allowed the legitimate queries to be executed on the target 

web applications without falsely detecting them as attack. 

 
TABLE VI:  RESULTS OF TESTING FOR FALSE POSITIVES (RQ2) 

Target/Subject 

application 

Total # of 

legitimate 

inputs 

Total # of legitimate 

inputs detected as attacks 

on instrumented web 

application 

Events 35 0 

Classifieds 35 0 

Employee Directory 35 0 

  

 To address research question 3 (RQ3) i.e. what is the 

runtime overhead imposed on the instrumented web 

application by Runtime Monitoring Framework? (Runtime 

Overhead) we ran the legitimate inputs on the uninstrumented 

target/subject web applications and measured its response 

time. We then ran the same legitimate inputs on the 

instrumented version of the subject applications and recorded 

the response time. The difference in the response time 

obtained from the two versions of the application is 

determined as the overhead imposed by the framework.  We 

performed our experiments five times and recorded the 

average time to ensure accuracy. Only the legitimate test input 

data is used for overhead calculation, because using the attack 

set would cause different paths of execution between the two 

versions, where the attacks would be successful in the original 

application, but be prevented in the instrumented application, 

leading to incorrect timing comparisons [29].  

 We compared our results with recently proposed work, 

CANDID [30] and WASP [31]. CANDID automatically 

transforms web applications to render them safe against all 

SQLIAs. It dynamically mines the programmer-intended 

query structure on any input and detects attacks by comparing 

it against the structure of the actual query issued. WASP is 

based on dynamic tainting and has been widely used to 

address security problems related to input validation. 

Traditional dynamic tainting approaches mark untrusted data 

from user input as tainted, track the flow of tainted data at 

runtime, and prevent this data from being used in potentially 

harmful ways. We found that the runtime overhead imposed 

by the Runtime Monitoring Framework on target applications 

is no more than 4% which is comparatively less than the 

average overhead of WASP listed as 6% and CANDID which 

is 6.2%. Table VII below shows the comparison results 

obtained.  

 
TABLE VII: COMPARISON WITH OTHER TECHNIQUES 

Technique Runtime Overhead 

Runtime Monitoring Framework 4% 

CANDID 6.2% 

WASP 6% 

 In this section, we discussed the evaluation and results 

obtained to assess the effectiveness and efficiency of Runtime 

Monitoring Framework. We addressed the following three 

research questions: False Negatives (RQ1), False Positives 

(RQ2), and Runtime Overhead (RQ3). We also compared our 

approach with other techniques i.e. CANDID and WASP. The 

framework successfully allowed the legitimate inputs to be 

executed on the target/subject web applications; furthermore, 

it detected illegitimate attack inputs. During runtime, the 

instrumented monitors observed the behavior of the 

application for every given user input and detected a possible 

SQLIA in case of an attack input; the execution of the 

application was then stopped as an immediate preventive 

measure. Thus, based on the behavior of the application 

during runtime, SQLIAs were effectively detected and 

prevented by the instrumented monitors. Also, the results of 

the evaluation performed clearly demonstrated the success of 

the framework to detect and prevent tautology based SQLIAs. 

The framework also imposed a low runtime overhead on the 

target applications.  

 

IV. RELATED WORK 

 This section discusses the related work that has been 

accomplished by the research community in providing new 

techniques to detect and prevent SQLIAs. We also discuss 

state-of-the-art of SQLIA detection and prevention 

techniques and classify them into two categories namely: (A) 

Pre-deployment Techniques and (B) Post-deployment 

Techniques.  

A. Pre-Deployment Techniques 

 Pre-deployment techniques consist of methodologies that 

are used to detect SQLIAs and their vulnerabilities during 

coding time and testing time of an application development 

cycle. Static analysis techniques detect SQLIAs and their 

vulnerabilities during coding time without the need of code 

execution. Different testing approaches such as black-box 

testing and white-box testing can be used as analysis methods 

in testing time for detecting attacks and their vulnerabilities 

[32]. In this section, we discuss the techniques that can be 

categorized as pre-deployment and compare them with our 

approach. 

 Huang et al., [33] proposed WAVES, a black box 

technique for testing web applications for SQL Injection 
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Attacks. The technique identifies all points in a web 

application that can be used to inject SQLIAs using a web 

crawler. It then builds attacks that target those spots based on 

a list of patterns, and then monitors the application‟s response 

to the attacks by utilizing machine learning to improve its 

attack methodology.  

 Wasserman and Su [34] proposed a static analysis 

framework that operates directly on the source code of the 

application to detect and prevent SQLIAs. This approach 

consists of two main steps. First, static analysis is performed 

to approximate the set of possible queries that the program 

generates for a particular query variable at a particular 

program location. The result for each query variable is a finite 

state automaton which represents a conservative set of 

possible string values that the variable can take. In the second 

step, the part of the generated automaton corresponding to the 

WHERE clause of the generated queries are analyzed to 

check whether there is a tautology, and the existence of a 

tautology indicates the presence of a potential vulnerability.  

 Livshits and Lam [35] discuss a static analysis technique to 

detect SQL injection vulnerabilities in web applications. In 

this approach, users describe vulnerability patterns of interest 

using Program Query Language (PQL) which is an 

easy-to-use language with Java-like syntax. The 

user-provided specifications of vulnerabilities are then 

automatically translated into static analyzers which find all 

potential matches of vulnerabilities in the code statically. The 

advantage of static analysis is that it can find all potential 

security violations without executing the application. The 

primary limitation of this approach is that it can only detect 

known and specified vulnerability patterns of SQLIAs and 

cannot detect SQL injection attacks patterns that are not 

known beforehand. In our approach no user-defined 

specifications are used and SQLIAs are detected based on the 

behavior of the application. 

 Kosuga et al., [36] proposed Sania designed to be used in 

the development and debugging phase of web applications to 

detect SQL injection vulnerabilities. To discover SQL 

injection vulnerabilities, Sania analyzes SQL queries issued 

in response to the HTTP requests between web application 

and database, and discovers vulnerable spots in SQL queries 

in which an attacker can insert malicious strings. It then 

generates attack requests based on the context of potentially 

vulnerable spots in the SQL queries. Parse trees of the SQL 

queries are generated and compared.  

 All the above mentioned techniques are used to detect and 

prevent SQLIAs in web application during its pre-deployment 

i.e. either during coding time or testing time of the application 

development cycle.  Thus, in spite of the existence and the 

implementation of above discussed pre-deployment 

techniques, web applications are still vulnerable to SQLIAs 

because hackers are successfully able to circumvent the 

employed techniques. Hence detecting and preventing 

SQLIAs on web applications after it is deployed in the real 

world i.e. post-deployment technique is essential.  

B. Post-Deployment Techniques 

 Post-deployment techniques consist of methodologies that 

are used to detect SQLIAs and their vulnerabilities during 

operation time i.e. in the real world field after the product is 

released [32]. In this section, we discuss the methodologies 

that can be categorized as post-deployment, and compare 

them with our approach. 

Valeur et al., [37] proposed an Intrusion Detection System 

(IDS) based on a machine learning technique to detect 

SQLIAs. The proposed system uses anomaly-based detection 

approach and learns profiles using a number of different 

models to find the normal database access performed by web 

applications. During the training phase, profiles are learned 

automatically by analyzing a number of sample database 

accesses. During the detection phase, anomalous queries that 

lead to SQLIA are identified. 

Kemalis and Tzouramanis [38] proposed a novel 

specification-based methodology SQL-IDS for the detection 

of exploitation of SQL injection vulnerabilities. This 

approach focuses on writing specifications that describe the 

intended structure of SQL queries that are produced by the 

web application. It then automatically monitors the execution 

of the application for the SQL queries that violate the 

pre-defined query specification rules. The approach detects 

and prevents the application from all forms of SQLIAs and 

also eliminates the need to modify the source code of the 

application. SQL-IDS incur high computation cost while 

comparing the new query with the predefined structure at 

runtime.  

Halfond and Orso [39] proposed a model-based technique 

called AMNESIA for detection and prevention of SQLIAs 

that combines the static and dynamic analysis.  During the 

static phase, models for the different types of queries that an 

application can legally generate at each point of access to the 

database are built. During the dynamic phase, queries are 

intercepted before they are sent to the database and are 

checked against the statically built models. If the queries 

violate the model then a SQLIA is detected and further 

queries are prevented from accessing the database. The 

accuracy of AMNESIA depends on the static analysis for 

building query models.  

 Buehrer et al., [40] presented a novel runtime technique to 

eliminate SQL injection. The technique is based on 

comparing at runtime the parse tree of the SQL statement 

before inclusion of user input with that resulting after 

inclusion of input. SQLGuard requires the application 

developer to rewrite code to use a special intermediate library 

or manually insert special markers into the code where user 

input is added to a dynamically generated query. SQLGuard 

uses a secret key to delimit user input during parsing by the 

runtime checker and so the security of the approach is 

dependent on the attacker not being able to discover the key. 

Haldar et al., [41] proposed a framework called Java 

Dynamic Tainting for tagging, tracking and detecting the 

improper use of improperly validated user input also called 

tainted input in web applications. The data originated from 

the client is marked as tainted, and this attribute is propagated 

throughout the execution of the program. Tainted flag is 

associated with strings and data originating from methods that 

get user input, called sources, that are marked tainted. Strings 

derived from tainted strings are also marked tainted. Finally, 

methods that consume input or execute some form of code 

(scripts, SQL), called sinks, are prevented from taking in 

tainted arguments.  

 Boyd and Keromytis [42] proposed SQLrand, which is an 

approach based on instruction-set randomization. The 

standard SQL keywords in queries are modified by appending 
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a random integer value during the design time of the 

application. During runtime, a proxy that sits between the 

client and the database server intercepts the SQL queries and 

de-randomizes the query by removing the inserted random 

integer before submitting the queries to the database. 

Therefore, any malicious user attempting an SQLIA will not 

be successful as the user input inserted into the randomized 

query will be classified as a set of non-keywords resulting in 

an invalid expression.  

 Bisht et al., [30] exhibit a novel and powerful mechanism 

called CANDID for automatically transforming web 

applications to render them safe against all SQLIAs. The 

proposed technique dynamically mines the 

programmer-intended query structure on any input and 

detects attacks by comparing it against the structure of the 

actual query issued.  

 Halfond et al., [31] proposed a highly automated approach 

for dynamic detection and prevention of SQLIAs. The 

approach is based on dynamic tainting which has been widely 

used to address security problems related to input validation. 

Traditional dynamic tainting approaches mark untrusted data 

from user input as tainted, track the flow of tainted data at 

runtime, and prevent this data from being used in potentially 

harmful ways. Unlike any existing dynamic tainting 

techniques, the proposed approach is based on the novel 

concept of positive tainting i.e. identification and marking of 

trusted instead of untrusted data. The proposed approach 

performs accurate taint propagation by precisely tracking 

trust markings at the character level, and it performs 

syntax-aware evaluation of query strings before they are sent 

to the database and blocks all queries whose non-literal parts 

(i.e. SQL keywords and operators) contain one or more 

characters without trust markings.  

 All the above mentioned techniques are used to detect 

SQLIAs and their vulnerabilities during its post-deployment 

(operation time) i.e. in the real world field after the product is 

released. Machine Learning Techniques that includes IDS, 

and SQL-IDS discussed above are mainly dependent on the 

accuracy of the profiles obtained during the training phase, 

and it is possible that a few of the SQLIAs may go unnoticed 

causing threat to the database. In order to overcome this 

limitation, in our approach we monitor the legitimate behavior 

of the application during its execution and eliminate the need 

for a training data set to detect and prevent SQLIAs. Java 

Dynamic Tainting requires modifications to the runtime 

environments which in turn affects their portability. In our 

approach, we embed a runtime monitor into the relevant 

module of the application that monitors its behavior for a 

given user input, and no change to the runtime environment is 

required to detect and prevent SQLIAs. AMNESIA and SQL 

Guard construct syntactic models like parse trees and FSA by 

using static analysis technique to identify the intended 

structure of SQL queries in the absence of user inputs; these 

approaches then use dynamic analysis, and detect SQLIAs at 

runtime if the dynamically generated query, which includes 

user inputs, deviates from the statically generated syntactic 

models. In our proposed approach, pre-deployment testing 

techniques are used to find the valid/legal behaviors of the 

application in the presence of user input. During runtime, the 

developed monitors observe the execution of the application 

and any deviation is determined as a possible SQLIA. 

Instruction Set Randomization techniques such as SQL rand 

requires developers to randomize SQL queries present in the 

application by appending a random integer value. In our 

proposed approach, SQL queries are written using standard 

keywords, and runtime monitors are developed and 

instrumented into the source code automatically. Also, the 

need for the deployment of proxy is eliminated. 

 Based on the above analysis and limitations of various 

pre-deployment and post-deployment techniques, discussed 

in this section, we designed a framework that utilizes the 

artifacts obtained from pre-deployment testing of applications 

for the development and instrumentation of runtime monitors. 

Thus, SQLIAs are effectively detected and prevented based 

on the behavior of the application during its execution. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we presented a Runtime Monitoring 

Framework to detect and prevent SQL Injection Attacks.  The 

framework first uses pre-deployment testing of web 

applications to develop and instrument monitors into them. 

Then, at runtime, the monitors observe the behavior of the 

application and check it for compliance with the obtained 

valid/legal execution paths.  Any deviation in the 

application‟s behavior will be identified as a possible SQLIA, 

notify the administrator of the attack, and the execution of the 

application is stopped as an immediate preventive measure.  

We also presented an evaluation of the framework performed 

on a set of web applications from SQL Injection Application 

Testbed. We targeted the subjects with a large number of both 

legitimate and SQL injection attack inputs, and assessed the 

ability of the framework to detect and prevent the attacks 

without stopping any legitimate accesses to the database. The 

framework was able to detect most of the attacks without 

generating any false negatives, and successfully allowed all 

the legitimate inputs to access the database without generating 

any false positives. Moreover, our technique imposed a low 

overhead on the subject applications compared to other 

techniques. Thus, using our framework, we ensure that the 

quality and security of web application is achieved not only 

during its pre-deployment, but also during its 

post-deployment phase. We aim to extend our work to detect 

and prevent other types of SQLIAs.  
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